As stated in the policy's first paragraph, Proof of Humanity is meant "to create a Sybil-proof list of
humans". A single human controlling multiple accounts is against the spirit of the policy. In addition,
rule #4 reads "[...] submitter displaying [...] his Ethereum address", which explicitly instructs that
the submitter should be the owner of the Ethereum address.
Exceptions
There are cases in which it makes sense to control multiple accounts. For example, parents, who
are the natural guardians of their children, are expected to own and manage their children's
wallets. The same might apply to the elderly or people giving consent about this. Delegating the
profile's management to another human is in my opinion acceptable, even if consent is not
possible to be proven in the POH submission.
However, there has to be some limit to this.
Consent
No matter how hard it is to prove consent, there is something we can do about this. Repeating a
non consensual act is harder than doing it once, especially if the two persons involved don't know
each other. If a challenger thinks that an attacker has manipulated a human into recording a POH
submission video or that a profile has been a victim of a phishing attack, it should be the
submitter's responsibility to record a video again proving the challenger wrong (= showing a recent
proof of life). Presumption of guilt is important here, the same way it is important in the Kleros'
appeal system (not funding one side = losing the case). Also refer to evidence posted in case
#823.
Note that even if the newly submitted video is not an irrefutable piece of evidence that the
submitter is the owner of the address, it should resolve the dispute in favor of the submitter.
Duplicate Submission
In this case, I'm accusing profile 0x7b6f94bb7379c5525669a4057af94e0b0b6dc32f, a.k.a. Atticus,
of controlling at least ~30 profiles without consent. Linda is one of these profiles. What I presume is
that Atticus is the owner of the account, doesn't really know Linda and therefore won't be able to
contact her in order to ask her for a proof of life video.
For the record I'm listing below profiles that I think may be controlled by Atticus. All of them are
connected through the vouching path, which of course converges in Atticus profile. Additionally,
there are suspicious patterns visible in many or all of the videos, such as (a) videos on the street,
(b) same type of sign with printed address and a phrase written behind, (c) similar handwriting, (d)
Samsung Galaxy Nexus or Razer used, (e) profile pic in the same spot, (f) all the submission were
funded by the same account, which could be an exchange account or a scammer's account as
some claim.
1.
2.
3.
4.

https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x7b62f8495cf88b4716da3f420cc75de0404aa9a7
https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x9c93fbc81db8f40759625a7448ac03d2d11bfada
https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x81e08c06cb059e256d6aa0d5c6fc77a4d3a7dbcf
https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x2727c97172b496b60f6e97865b49a0ca34a3f477

5. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xc082fd778b21edd415641138981f0df329f5109f
6. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x40c0eec1531aee75fe5a4d4962f550987215eca6
7. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xd2a0bddc4c9361ac62c02ea6ec57092775bc2ee8
8. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x7c9d4837e148dc52e1b083ee4f0fd420508586f7
9. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x5a4c3277da56c1920d176bc3a22c8e04e64cc1f7
10. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x124a3da3feebd11dfc595c19c134cfb2e9f8c05a
11. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x12822c992a0ae4a117b7974a8e475fbc261830ac
12. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xe55b740455b7061c4571a361df3e050290fc3d1d
13. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xbbce71f4f78c0b207da36a4bc0e5e4322fba9ca6
14. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xad94b82a994e753b32d66d5109b48c18c4aeb24d
15. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xef16b02a2f21a67b7f8ce110720f908beee1decb
16. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xa92d9ae24468888b465209af64bfcf341ec7e66e
17. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x695a3777c9d468ad82cc6fff6bc048874d698f41
18. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x47e9bc4e2d31e833630d00057c9e02c4069e9c71
19. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xe30b1c351836ea35d7211734faa2b4c3254435e0
20. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x5cf395b4d5c6bbc44bd26b387f582f10646f76ec
21. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x8239ee2ec7ac9e874fe4a390bcc907b7de24de0b
22. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x7416d39bb99bca0897e00373fc4ccc98844c393c
23. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0xec95d2f9ae89e79e0047d3e6d7649e77d562151d
24. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x6e1995f65946b4fde50c66dd66a5c8c85a6cdb1c
25. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x3df75845f1e15f392c9387141f2c546ee6e1110f
26. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x0802e7a8c46d4490dcfd9f164caaf1120f2a5063
27. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x3c1b568732cfa455b54e3515d94bbc6ca94f6e87
28. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x957d54080c43f81c67fcd2f27effcc8b42b42cdc
29. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x083230d6e024c95688f2aa9a59aa391cb306be4b
30. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x3fa1bfdba94dc1a2055ce13d468c709477bba710
31. https://app.proofofhumanity.id/profile/0x2159ef71199be7236ba28c80c3071b2112aee66d
In vertical videos recorded with a Samsung Galaxy Nexus, sometimes a woman appears close to
the person holding the phone. I suspect that Atticus is working with someone else: profile
0xa3f24404db7f29e2b7513dca904677d029b6e673, a.k.a. Agent99. She even seems to have the
same ring as the hand shortly visible here. Both of them are the only humans in this vouching path
who asked for vouches in the telegram crowdvoucher group (See here). My guess is that Agent99
recorded the horizontal videos with a Razer phone.

